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what struck me most powerfully is that maras film places in the backdrop of the city of mumbai a reflection of mumbai itself as a society living through a societal collapse, too. it has been described as the most important film
of the year, and its certainly one of the most emotionally and spiritually disturbing films ive seen in years. it also has been hailed as a stunning masterpiece, and it absolutely is. (im not going to tell you how you should feel

about it, but rest assured if you see this film, you will not come away unscathed.) this is a film about ideas, and that is very much what makes it so moving. maras isnt being preachy or sentimental. in fact, he takes great pains
to make sure we know that what he is showing us is happening for real. but he doesnt stop there. he doesnt try to make theres to excuse what happened, either. theres none in his film and there shouldnt be. maras isnt

blaming the victims. he doesnt even try to make his audience feel sympathy for the terrorists. and hes not trying to make us feel contempt for india. he isnt trying to make anyone feel anything. he just wants to make us think,
and that makes for a film that gets right to the point, but makes all the point at once. it takes a brave director to do this. maras film is structured like a war movie, but it doesnt come across like one. its action is not overly

exciting, it is not spectacular, and its not over-the-top. its action and dialogue are done with the utmost sincerity and honesty. its tone is not cocky, its tone is matter-of-fact. its tone is its most striking attribute, and its tone is
what makes its a film that will stay with you forever. theres a scene where maras character looks into the camera and says that he realizes that he has been watching a film. thats what hotel mumbai is, and thats what its story

is, too. and that, more than anything, is what makes hotel mumbai one of the most important films of the year.
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